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Read the text below. Choose the correct
answer for gaps 1–3. Write a, b or c in
the gaps.

From:
To:
Subject:

3

Judy
Kathy
News!

1 He (get / trouble) _________________________
and had to change school.

Hi Kathy,
How are you doing?
You won’t believe what a great time I had
yesterday! I went to a Carnival party and
won a 1 _______ for the best fancy dress
costume! I made lots of new friends, too.
You know that I didn’t use to 2 _______
to Carnival parties because I thought that
they were boring. But now I can see that
I couldn’t have been more wrong! They
are really fantastic! And now I’m looking
3 _______ to another party next week!
What about you?
Write soon!
Judy

2 (you / use)__________________________ move
house a lot when you were a child?
3 My dad often (listen / music) ______________
___________________ when he is at home.
4 Our teacher (not / give / we) ______________
_______ a lot of homework, so I went to the
concert.
5 (you / want)_____________________________
have a gap year before you start university?
6 How often (she / argue) __________________
her brother when they shared their room?
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1 a order

b prize

c star

2 a go

b going

c went

3 a forward

b for

c in

Read the text below and, using the words
from the box, fill in each gap (1–5). All the
words must be used in the correct form. There
is one extra word that you do not need to use.
inform

go

star

success

start

become

My friend Jamie wanted to be rich and
1 _________, but, unlike everyone else in our
class, he didn’t plan to study at university.
Instead, he thought about 2 __________
his own business in the film industry, so he
dropped out of school and 3 ________
abroad. At first, we thought that this was
an awful idea, but then one day, while we
were searching the Internet and looking for
some 4 _______ for our school project on
popular actors, we found a photo of Jamie
there! He had 5 ___________ in a Hollywood
film, won an award and became a famous
actor! What a surprise!

Complete the sentences (1–6) with the correct
form of the words in brackets. Add any other
words (eg prepositions, articles) necessary
to produce grammatically correct sentences.
Do not change the order of the words given.
You must use no more than four words,
including the words given.

Translate the parts of the sentences (1–6)
into English. You must use no more than four
words. Do not change any of the words given
in English.
1 Mary [poczekała na przyjaciół] __________
_____________________ outside the cinema.
2 I [nie zgadzam się z] ____________________
_____________________ Mike’s opinion that
immigrants are a big problem in our
country.
3 [Czego nauczyłeś się] ___________________
___________ at school?
4 [Zazwyczaj chodziłam] __________________
_________________ to the swimming pool
twice a week, but now I don’t have any
time for swimming.
5 [Czy marzyłaś o] ________________________
having a dog when you were a child?
6 [Czy ona polega na] ____________________
____ her brother to give her some money?
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